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Halloween Topical Teaching Resources

FACT SHEET:

Halloween – History

What Does This Pack Include? 
This pack has been created by teachers for teachers. In it, you’ll find high quality teaching resources, 
including Fact Sheets, Lesson Plans and Reference Sheets to help your students celebrate the frightful 
delights Halloween has to offer.  

To go directly to the content, simply click on the title in the index below:

REFERENCE SHEETS WITH ANSWERS:

1. Halloween – Poetry (Reference Sheet 1) 2. Halloween – Poetry (Reference Sheet 2) 3. Halloween – Measurements 

TEACHER NOTES:

Halloween – Lava Lamp

CRAFT IDEAS:

1. Halloween Masks 2. Monster Bookmarks 

HALLOWEEN WRITING PAPER

LESSON PLANS:

1. Halloween – Poetry 2. Halloween – Measurements 3. Halloween – Lava Lamp 4. Halloween – Numbers  

Learning Objective: Challenge 
students to create their own 
spooky Halloween poem. 

Learning Objective: Create 
de-frightful Halloween recipes  
for a witch’s party. 

Learning Objective: Observe a 
chemical reaction when making 
a chilling lava lamp. 

Learning Objective: Help 
students practise counting up 
to 10 with some Halloween-
themed rhymes. 

60 minute Lesson Plan 60 minute Lesson Plan 50 minute Lesson Plan 60 minute Lesson Plan



Halloween - History 
Fact Sheet

The Origin of Halloween 

-Halloween is celebrated each year on the 31st October.

- It originated over 2000 years ago as an ancient Celt festival to 
celebrate the end of harvest, called Samhain.

- The Celts celebrated their new year on 1st November. They 
believed that on the night before, the line between the living world 
and the world of the dead was crossed and that the dead would 
come back to life and damage their crops and cause sickness.

- Samhain was celebrated by lighting large bonfires, and the people 
dressed up in masks and costumes to appease any returning spirits.

- Eventually, Samhain was joi ned with some other Christian 
festivals, AU Saints' Day on 1st November and All Souls' Day  on 
2nd November. As All Saints' Day was also known as All Hallows', 
the night of the 31st  October began to be called All Hallows' 
evening or Halloween. 

Halloween traditions 

Trick  or treating 
The origin of trick or treating is a little unclear. One thought is 
that it stems from the Christian celebrations of All Souls' Day, 
when poor people would visit wealthier f amillies and be given small 
cakes called soul cakes, in exchange  for a promise that they would 
pray for the souls of the wealthier people's dead relatives. The 
modern trick or treating that we see today didn't really occur until 
after the 1930s. 

Pumpkin carving 
The correct name for a carved pumpkin lantern is a "Jack-o
lantern" and the name dates back to 17th century England. It is 
thought that it was customary for children to carry a carved 
turnip lantern, when they were travelling door to door, to ask for 
soul cakes on All Souls' Day. 
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Overview
In this 60 minute, Halloween-themed activity, children look at different types of figurative language in order to 
compose a spooky Halloween poem. They then perform their poems to create a spooky atmosphere.

LKS2 Learning Objective
To create a Halloween poem using different types of figurative language.

Keywords
• simile
• metaphor
• alliteration
• onomatopoeia

• personification
• hyperbole 
• acrostic

Resources
• Reference Sheet 1
• Reference Sheet 2

Lesson Structure

Starter
0-15 minutes

Show the children the Halloween image in Reference Sheet 1. In groups of 2 or 3, ask the 
children to write down as many words or phrases as they can to describe the image. Share 
the words and phrases as a class. 

Main
15-30 minutes

What is the correct grammatical term for the words and phrases that they have just written? 
Adjectives and adverbs. Explain to the children that today they will be writing a poem 
for Halloween, using different types of figurative language. Show the children Reference 
Sheet 2 and discuss the different types of figurative language. Ask the children to look at 
the example Halloween sentences and ask them to label each sentence with the type of 
technique used. As a class discuss the different techniques and their effectiveness.

Halloween Poetry Lesson Plan

Task
30-50 minutes

Ask the children what we mean by an acrostic poem. An acrostic poem is a poem where 
the beginning letter of each line spells out a word, usually the title of the poem. 

Display the short acrostic poem:-

Giggling and shrieking it floats around.  
Howling like a wolf from underground.  
Out of the shadows for billions of years.  
Still waiting for the house to prick up its ears.  
Tormented and tortured by lonely fears.
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Halloween Poetry Lesson Plan (continued)

Task
30-50 minutes
(continued)

Can the children recognise any other figurative language used in this poem?

Tell the children that today they will be writing an acrostic poem for Halloween using 
figurative language to describe the image in Reference Sheet 1. 

Ask the children to choose a word from the bank of words in the starter. Higher ability 
children could be encouraged to choose longer words. The following success criteria 
could be used to guide the children’s writing. 

As you write your acrostic poem:

• use a range of vocabulary
• use interesting adjectives and adverbs
• use some different poetic techniques
• create a scary atmosphere

Extension The children could make a spooky Halloween house or lantern with a black card to display 
their acrostic poem. Write the poem in white pencil onto the card. Cut out and cover the 
windows of the house or lantern with tissue paper and light behind the tissue paper with 
a battery powered candle, to create a spooky effect. 

Plenary
50-60 minutes

Children should perform their spooky poems to the rest of the class. If they have made 
lanterns, turn the classroom lights off and perform the poems lit only by the lanterns to  
create a spooky atmosphere.
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Overview
In this 60 minute, Halloween-themed maths activity, children create spooky Halloween recipes for a witch’s 
party. They will weigh spooky ingredients and convert units of weight from metric to imperial units. Finally, they 
will create their own spooky Halloween recipes, giving ingredients in both metric and imperial units and using 
scaling to alter the portion quantities.

N.B Although the children will not be eating the ingredients, the correct precautions should be 
taken for any children with specific food allergies.

LKS2 Learning Objective
To create a Halloween recipe book showing ingredient quantities in both metric and imperial units.

Keywords
• metric 
• imperial 

Resources
• spooky Halloween ingredients (see Teacher’s Notes)
• metric measuring scales 
• calculators (optional)

Lesson Structure

Starter
0-15 minutes

Children should look at the Halloween items (Reference Sheet) and decide the most suitable 
unit of measure for the mass of each item from the imperial and metric units given.

Main
15-30 minutes

Explain to the children that if they decided to measure the witch’s mass in stones, pounds or 
kilograms, any of these units are acceptable measurements.

Metric units of mass:- 
1 kg= 100g  
1 metric tonne = 100 kg

Imperial units of mass:- 
16 ounces= 1 lb  
14 lb= 1 stone  
160 stones = 1 imperial tonne

Back in the eighteenth century, during the French revolution, metric units of measure (grams 
and kilograms) were introduced. Britain, however, decided to continue to use imperial units

Halloween Measurements Lesson Plan
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Main
(continued)

(ounces, pounds and stones) for quite some time, and although today in Britain we officially 
use metric, we often see a mixture of both used. The USA is the only industrialised country 
that still uses imperial units as its official units of measure. It is therefore very important 
that we can convert between the two types of units. 

To convert between imperial and metric, all you need is the correct conversion factor. 

Display the following conversion chart:-

gram (g) 1,000 mg  0.0353 oz

kilogram 
(kg) 1,000 mg  2.2046 lb

To convert grams to ounces you simply multiply by the conversion factor of 0.0353. It is 
usually helpful to then round you answer to 2 decimal places. 

E.g 3g = 3 x 0.0353 ounces = 0. 1059 ounces = 0. 11 ounces

To convert kilograms to lb simply multiply by the conversion factor of 2.2046. 

E.g 2 kg = 2 x 2.2046 lb = 4.4092 lb = 4.41 lb.

Conversion factors can be rounded to 1 or 2 decimal places and calculators may be used to 
support if needed. 

Split the class into small groups of 2 or 3. Give the children a selection of spooky Halloween 
ingredients and some metric scales. (See the Teacher’s Notes for some suggested ingredients). 
Explain to the children that today for Halloween, they will be creating a spooky Halloween recipe 
book, using some of the Halloween ingredients on their tables. First, they will need to weigh the 
ingredients in metric units and then convert them to imperial units, for use in their recipe book. 

Task
30-50 minutes

When all of the ingredients have been weighed in metric and converted to imperial 
measurements, the children should then start to create their Halloween recipe book. 

Explain to the children that their book should:-

• contain at least 4 Halloween recipes.
• show the quantities of ingredients in both imperial and metric measurements.
• include some of their own created ingredients. The spookier the better.

Extension Show how the quantities of the ingredients change when recipes are altered, to 
accommodate different numbers of people. E.g. 2, 4 and 6 people.

Halloween Measurements Lesson Plan 
(continued)
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Plenary
50-60 minutes

Ask the children, if the ingredients were originally in imperial measurements, how could 
they convert them into metric measurements? (Divide by the conversion factor). 
Give a list of metric measurements and ask them to convert to imperial units.

Teacher’s Notes
Suggested ingredients:

1. Ghoulish brains: scrambled eggs mixed with tomato sauce
2. Werewolf intestines: cooked spaghetti coloured with tomato sauce
3. Monster eyeballs: pickled onions
4. Ghostly slime: ripe honeydew melon chopped up into thin strips
5. Dried maggots: rice
6. Dried flies: raisins
7. Maggot sludge: corn flour mixed with water

Halloween Measurements Lesson Plan 
(continued)
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Overview
In this lesson, students will look at what happens when water and oil are combined together. Students will then 
observe a chemical reaction when making a lava lamp.

Lesson Preparation (5 minutes) 
Make two clear marks. These should indicate to children how much oil (3/4 full) and how much water (almost to 
the top) should be added into the bottle.

Lesson Structure

0-15 minutes Explain to students that in the session, they will be conducting a scientific investigation.  
They will be looking at different materials and what happens to these materials when they  
are mixed together.

Firstly, ask students to look at and identify the different materials. Pick up the water and the 
oil and ask students to predict what will happen when these are mixed together. Mix the oil 
into the water and observe how the water sank to the bottom and the oil floated to the top. 

Conduct a similar investigation with the water and food colouring, and then finally with the 
oil with the food colouring. For each experiment, ask students to make predictions about 
what they think will happen and discuss their observations.

15-25 minutes Ask students to predict what will happen if the water, food colouring and oil were mixed 
together. Discuss their responses. Firstly, fill the plastic bottle about 3/4 full with the oil. 
Then, almost fill the container with water, observing what happens to the water and the 
oil. Then, using a pipette, add about ten drops of food colouring to the bottle. Discuss what 
happens to the colour of the water with the students. Next, add the effervescent tablet to 
the bottle. 

Explain that the effervescent tablets are reacting together with the water, which is causing 
the bubbles! As bubbles are produced, they travel upwards, taking some of the coloured 
water with them. As they travel through the oil, they appear as coloured ‘blobs’. 

Once the ‘blobs’ reach the surface, the bubble ‘pops’ and the coloured water sinks back 
down to the bottom. When the reaction between the tablet and the water stops, bubbles 
will stop forming, and the water will stay at the bottom and the oil will float on top. To start 
the lava lamp again, add another effervescent tablet, which will again react with the water.

Materials 
• vegetable oil
• funnel
• plastic bottle
• water

• food colouring
• pipette
• fizzy effervescent tablet

Halloween Lava Lamp Lesson Plan
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25-45 minutes Under careful adult supervision and support, provide the children with the materials for the 
experiment. (NOTE: An adult should add the effervescent tablet as these are a medicine and 
should not be ingested).

45-50 minutes Review with the students which liquids combined and which liquids did not. Discuss other 
liquids which could be mixed with water and predict what might happen.

Halloween Lava Lamp Lesson Plan  
(continued)
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Overview
In this lesson, students will rehearse counting up to 10 and beyond.

Materials 
• sand tray
• bowl/ cauldron
• toy spiders and other objects associated with Halloween
• number line

Lesson Preparation (5 minutes) 
Prior to the lesson: 

• Hide the objects in the sand.
• Organise children into small groups of similar levels of understanding.

Lesson Structure

0-5 minutes With the students, sing some number songs or perform some action rhymes with which 
they are familiar with. Change the characters in these, making them Halloween-themed, 
e.g. five little witches etc.

5-15 minutes Explain to students that you are brewing a potion in your cauldron (e.g. a happy potion, a 
weather potion etc.), but unfortunately, you are missing some important ingredients for the 
potion. Can the students help you finish the potion? 

Use prior evaluation of children’s counting when deciding how many objects they should 
collect from the sand tray. Give each child a bowl to collect their objects. When they have 
finished collecting their objects, ask students to add them to the cauldron, encouraging 
them to count as they add them to the cauldron, one at a time, assessing which children can 
confidently count and which children need further consolidation. 

After they have checked the number of objects, encourage students to point to the 
corresponding number on the number line, assessing their numerical recognition.

Less Able  
For less able students, consolidate counting numbers 1 to 5. 

More Able  
Encourage more able students to start counting to 10 and beyond.

Halloween Numbers Lesson Plan
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Halloween Numbers Lesson Plan  
(continued)

Further Activities 
Mathematics: 

Put objects into the water tray. Ask students to use fishing nets and scoop out as many objects as they can from 
the tray. Ask students to count how many objects they managed to collect. 

Communication and Language: 

Leave out Halloween-themed dressing up, for example, witch and wizard costume, broomsticks, cauldron/
buckets, for students to engage in imaginative play. 

Physical Development: 

Cut the top off a pumpkin and ask students to scoop out the seeds. The seeds can be used for a variety of fine 
motor activities, for example, these can be dried, students can then paint these different colours, sort the seeds 
into colours, stick them onto paper to make pictures or thread the seeds onto string to make a necklace. 

Literacy: 

Allow students access to paper and pencils and encourage them to write potions and spells. 

Understanding the World: With the children, cut out Halloween-themed objects onto a black card. Set up a 
‘shadow puppet’ theatre in the classroom and encourage children to engage in creative story-making. 

Expressive Arts and Design: 

Make skeleton pictures by sticking art straws onto black construction paper. 
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Reference Sheet 2
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What type of writing techniques do these spooky examples use?
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Reference Sheet 2
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What type of writing techniques do these spooky examples use?



Refererence Sheet 
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pounds, ounces, kilograms, grams, stones, metric tonne, imperial tonne



Reference Sheet Answers 
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Halloween - Lava Lamp 
Teacher Notes 

Water and Oil 
Water and oil are immiscible, this means that they will not mix together. 
In a water atom, the two hydrogen molecules are positively charged, 
whereas the one oxygen molecule is negatively charged, this is known as 
a polar molecule. Only other polar molecules can dissolve in water. Oil 
is made up of long hydrocarbons, and the molecules are non-polar so 
will not mix with the water. As the water is denser than the oil, it 
becomes the bottom layer and the oil floats to the top. 

Water and Food Colouring 
The molecules within the food colouring are soluble and, when mixed 
with water, are attracted to the water molecules. 

ii) Educationci,y

Food Colouring and Oil 
Food colouring is made is made up of molecules which are charged, making it polar. Oil is 
non-polar and the ref ore the particles are not charged. When a polar and a non-polar 
substance are combined, they will not mix, with the more dense substance sinking to the 
bottom and the least dense floating to the top. 

Water Reacting with Effervescent Tablets 
Effervescent tablets contain sodium bicarbonate, aspirin and citric acid. When a tablet is 
placed in water, it dissolves; the bicarbonate reacts with the hydrogen from the citric acid. 
This chemical reaction causes bubbles of carbon dioxide gas to farm. 

© Education.City.com 
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Adult Help 
Required

!
Craft 

Project

MAKE YOUR OWN



You will need:
• Thin card or thick paper
• Colouring pencils, felt-tip pens, paints, glitter
• String

Important:
Some of the elements may be tricky to cut out, so please make sure you have an adult on hand to help you!

Instructions:
1. Print the masks onto your card or paper, and then cut them out with scissors. Ask an adult to help you.
2. Decorate your masks with colouring pencils, felt-tip pens or paint. 

3. Cut a piece of string that is long enough to go around your head.

4. Ask an adult to use something pointy to create two holes on each side of the mask. Thread the string 

through each hole and tie a knot to keep it from falling back through.

Make Your Own Halloween Masks
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Did you know? In the novel, Victor Frankenstein is the name of the scientist, not the monster.

Make Your Own Halloween Masks



Did you know? You can pick your own monster avatar in EducationCity. Who will you choose?

Make Your Own Halloween Masks



Did you know? There are giant pumpkin growing competitions, and the pumpkins can weigh over 1,100kg! 

Make Your Own Halloween Masks



Did you know?

In Roald Dahl’s 1983 novel, ‘The Witches’, the witches didn’t like children at all.  

In fact, they thought they smelt of dogs’ droppings! Smelly!

Make Your Own Halloween Masks
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Adult Help 
Required

!
Craft 

Project

MAKE YOUR OWN



You will need:
• Paper or thin card
• Colouring pencils, felt tip pens, paints or glitter
• Scissors
• Glue stick

Important:
Some of the elements may be tricky to cut out, so please make sure you have an adult on hand to help you!

Instructions:
1. Print all the sheets out on paper or thin cards.

2. Cut along the dotted lines with scissors. Ask an adult to help you.

3. Take one of the bookmark pieces, fold down the triangular wings and stick them together.

4. Using a glue stick, stick the monster features in place on your bookmark.

5. Decorate your monster bookmark with colouring pencils, felt tip pens or paint. 

6. Your monster bookmark is complete! Pop it on the corner of your reading book, so you don’t lose your page.

Make Your Own Monster Bookmarks
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Bookmark pieces x 2

Cut along the dotted lines!

Cut along the dotted lines!

Make Your Own Monster Bookmarks



Monster Features

Make Your Own Monster Bookmarks



Monster Features

Make Your Own Monster Bookmarks
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Edmentum International
c/o EducationCity Ltd
8/9 Saddlers Court
Oakham, Rutland
LE15 7GH, UK

EducationCity

About EducationCity
EducationCity produces fun, educational materials to engage students in learning and empower teachers 
to tailor their teaching. Take a look at how EducationCity can support you in the classroom:

Target Lesson Objectives Easily

Flexible Learning

Plan in Advance

Additional Resources

Differentiated Teaching

Assessment

Find relevant content that links to your
curriculum by using our Curriculum 
Map or Search tool.

Comprehensive and clearly organised 
by strand, content is so easy to access!

EducationCity is accessible via desktops, 
laptops, tablets and whiteboards, so can 
support you whatever equipment is 
available in your classroom.

When planning your lessons, choose 
your Activities in advance and put them  
into a MyCity so they’re easy for students 
to access. Choose a meaningful name 
for each MyCity and you’ll be able to 
update and retrieve them year after year!

Access our ready-made Lesson Plans and 
topical content to support teaching and 
learning in the classroom.

There’s more to EducationCity than 
Activities alone!

Monitor progress with SuccessTracker 
and you’ll be able to identify the strengths 
and areas of development for each of 
your students and so choose relevant 
activities to help them progress.

Check students’ learning with formative, 
summative and unit assessments. 
Curriculum-correlated, pre-prepared  
and easy to set, they give instant 
feedback to inform your next steps.

“Teachers have been delighted with 
the content of this package and most 
impressed with how easy it is to find 
appropriate learning and teaching 
resources and then to use them in  
a variety of ways.”

Mark Sanderson,
Senior ICT Consultant, Herefordshire Learning  
and Achievement Service

If you are a customer outside of the UK, 
please contact us using the details below: 

If you are a UK customer, please 
contact us using the details below:
educationcity.com
+44 (0)1572 725080
customerservice@educationcity.com

edmentuminternational.com
+44 (0)1572 492576
international@edmentum.com
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